Nexacro’s
Multi-Layout
Manager

Multi-Layout Manager (MLM) simplifies the process of supporting multiple form factors, while
reducing the time, effort, and cost required to support new devices.
Using a visual, drag-and-drop/WSYWIG interface you are able to format the app’s UI for different
form factors, all utilizing the same code.
MLM is the preferred solution for multi-device support among app developers.

THE MULTI-LAYOUT MANAGER:
•

•
•

•

Reduces total time and development cost by 30-50% by enabling developers to efficiently
and effectively keep track of multiple layouts in a drag-and-drop visual editor that is
intuitive and easy to use.
Saves development resources by allowing developers to rapidly design screens for different
form factors from a single code base.
Provides the developer with a robust set of visual design tools to effectively manage
multiple layouts easily, while promoting a simpler and faster development cycle across a
range of display sizes.
Enables developers to rapidly design application screens for devices with different display
sizes and form factors. UI elements can be re-used across several screen layouts without
additional coding, using drag-and-drop functionality to easily redesign layouts for new
screen sizes.

BENEFITS
MLM reduces development costs
and saves developers time by
eliminating the need for custom
coding for every device screen size.
MLM empowers developers by
employing both adaptive and
responsive design techniques.
Adaptive layouts provide a
consistency of design at different
key device sizes and responsive
layout scaling allows for ideal
support of all devices between
those key sizes.
Get more done, easier, with
Nexacro Studio’s MLM. Quickly
design screen layouts for
supporting new devices as they are
released into the marketplace…with
no extra development time or cost.
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